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Hiding in the shadows, Dark 
Blade doesn’t miss a trick, 

plunging into action only when 
you least expect it!
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Don’t be fooled by this cute 
kitty. She has killer instinct in 
spades and claws as sharp as 

razors. Ouch!
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A businessman in disguise, 
this slippery shark’s bark 
really is as bad as his bite. 

Don’t cross him or you might 
just feel its sharpness.
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LAUNCHED IN THE UK IN APRIL 2021
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Following the popularity of Pokémon GO, TAKKARA is a collectors’ card game with a difference.  
Explore your local area to uncover special character cards every time you visit your favourite shop,  
café or restaurant. Will you be the first to collect them all? An adventure-seeker’s paradise, our  
specially-devised quest is guaranteed to entertain all the family, as well as encouraging the next  

generation of shoppers to discover the gems of their local high street.

Capture your imagination
Play with family and friends
Explore your local area

Get out in the open 
Collect the entire set
Give your home town a boost

Helping Local Businesses recover post lockdown
A ‘thank you’ that rewards Consumers who support their local High Street
A way of increasing footfall
A tool to leverage direct spending in the local economy
Rewarding online spend with FREE Takkara cards only available in store

Post-COVID19

RECOVERY TOOL
BENEFITS OF TAKKARA CARDS
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Getting Started
The Takkara starter pack contains everything you need to get your promotion up and running.

Branded promotional material for each outlet –  posters and point of sale   Individual packs of three 
cards –  40 boxes of 25 (1,000 packs) in total per area every month
Images and artwork for social media use

Sign up to Takkara for six months at a
discounted fixed rate of £595 per month*

Each area will receive a monthly delivery of packs. 

If your retailers need more, it costs just £11.25 per box of 25 extra packs.

Outlets can monitor their cards stock online via the Takkara website.

Each area has the power to:

Set its own minimum spend to collect cards  
Sign up as many outlets as required
Choose unique card designs specific to the location

For further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

*Offer finishes 15th March 2021. Usual monthly cost £895. 
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How Does it Work For BIDs?
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www.TAKKARACARDS.co.uk

Ask in store for more 
information

FREE pack when you spend over £

The BID has a subscription for 1,000 packs a month for 
£595 per month for 6 months
These are distributed to businesses, say 40 retailers 
X 25 packs
These are given out FREE to customers for any qualifying 
purchase, say £5+
BIDs can buy extra cards at 45p and supply retailers (FOC if 
you can afford it) either at cost or even 50p, making a profit 
small profit to offset the original outlay.

How Does it Work For Retailers?
Receive a box of 25 packs FOC per month
These can be given away for qualifying purchases OR sold 
for 50P (charitable link?)
Extra stock can be purchased, only via the BID, at 45p
If purchased cards given away the cost is equal to 50p every 
sale over £5
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NATIONAL & REGIONAL
TAKKARA have engaged a national agerncy to support national 
amd regional marketing.  This will include targeting regional TV & 

radio stations as well as a national social media campaign.

LOCAL
We will supply you with all the materials you need for a local 
campaign, including locally branded posters, POS and social 
media assets.  In additional we will design locally branded 

digital flyers, if you want to print locally.

MARKETING
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What are the cards like?
Our cards are crafted from high quality card, with a thickness  
of 275gsm and a high gloss finish.

Who are on the cards?
Our in-house designer has expertly created an amazing cast  
of original characters. Each  member of the gang has a set of 
unique powers, scoring them for power, strength and health.

How many cards are in the set?
Depending on how many outlets are participating in the  
promotion we will provide a minimum of  characters 50 per 
season.

How will I know if I have a rare card?
Children who are keen collectors will know that certain cards  
are more common than others. You will know if you have a rare 
or super-rare card by engaging in collecting and  swapping 
with your friends.

For how long will the cards be available?
A season typically runs for around six months.

Frequently Asked Questions

How much do I have to spend to receive a card?
Organisers have the power to set a minimum spend per retailer  
if required. We advise setting the minimum amount at a few 
££, say £5

Does each outlet have a variety of cards for customers?
Yes, all participants in the promotion will be provided with a 
selection of cards to distribute. These will be chosen at random 
and packaged to ensure the contents are hidden from view.

Can schools, groups and larger parties get involved?
Of course! We encourage all   
communities to participate in 
collecting the cards around 
their local town or high 
street. Groups could be
inspired to offer a prize for 
its first member to collect 
all of the cards in the set.
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The introductory rate is valid until 30th March 2021
Ready to Launch from 12th April 2021

Add the BID, or a sponsors’, logo at no extra cost
We’ve designed an introductory flyer for you to give your retailers

All places will have a bespoke unique card

play@TAKKARACARDS.com
www.TAKKARACARDS.com

WHAT NEXT?
To Sign up for the first Season or set up a call to discuss further, visit our website below.

We are happy to discuss your requirements on an individual basis. Get in touch to learn more about  
how our promotion can give your local economy a much-needed boost. Discounts are available for  

first-time customers for a limited period only. We look forward to hearing from you!


